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Machines - MK5 Manual Engraving Machine
MastergraveTHE UNIVERSAL MK5 MANUAL ENGRAVING MACHINE

Prices at March 2009, subject to vat. 

•Engravers •shoe repairers •trophy retailers •jewellers •gift shops •electrical contractors
•market traders •funeral directors •component manufacturers •engineers

Mastergrave

£2695.00
MACHINE PRICE

SPECIAL OFFER
PRICE £1995+ VAT

The MK-5 Universal Engraving Machine is 
probably the most versatile engraving 
machine in the world. It is capable of 
engraving both flat and bulky / cylindrical 
items, using the same vice assembly.

The MK-5 has undoubtedly the largest 
capacity in its field, capable of holding 
flatwork 430mm wide and any length, and 
cylindrical items up to 260mm diameter. It 
has no difficulty, therefore, in engraving 
large trophies, tankards, instrument 
panels, signs, jewellery, watches, 
decanters, wine glasses, etc.

The MK-5 comes complete with a 
motorised spindle, enabling it to engrave 
onto wood, plastic, metals and even 
glassware. Delicate items can be easily 
and accurately adjusted up/down, left/right, 
backwards/forwards, tilted and 
rotated.....its strength is its flexibility.

The MK-5 machine also includes two copy 
slides, pair of standard work holding jigs*,  
a set of four cup cones, one carbide cutter, 
static diamond holder with a diamond 
cutter and instructions.   Add to the 
machine price the cost of a letter set from 
the list below.

SPECIFICATIONS
MOTOR
MOTOR SPINDLE
CUTTERS
PANTOGRAPH
VICE CAPACITY
MAX. ENGRAVING AREA
MAX. CUP DIAMETER
MAX. MAT. THICKNESS
COPY TABLE
COPY SLIDE
DIMENSIONS
WEIGHT

Silent Induction
Top Loading
1/8”x4½”
Ratios 1:2 TO 1:7
430mm by any length
325x75mm (in one)
260mm
245mm
160x400mm
2 Single Line 460mm
450x470x610mm
31kg

LETTER SETS
MT1003/12 (12MM Block Caps)....................................£160.00
MT1003/12/8 (12MM & 8MM Block Caps).....................£160.00
MT1003/12L (12mm upper & lower case)......................£160.00
MT1003/24 (24mm Block)..............................................£175.00
MT1003/24/16 (24mm & 16mm Block Caps).................£175.00
MT/FD/1003/24 (Funeral Directors Letter Set)...............£240.00
MT1900 (Roman 20mm Upper & Lower).......................£200.00
MT0092 (Double Line Script 20mm Upper & Lower).....£250.00
MT0151 (Single Line Script 12mm)...............................£210.00
MT0141 (Gothic 20mm).................................................£200.00

* For work holding jigs see the General Catalogue.
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